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On the 8th of May, YES! held a Networking event at Woodside’s new Mia Yellagonga campus. The evening included a Networking skills presentation and activity, followed by BBQ, drinks and casual games on the level 2 community zone and outdoor terrace.

The networking skills presentation was given by SUT member (and previous YES! member) Jatin Lodhia. Drawing on his own personal networking experience within the subsea industry, Jatin delivered a practical guide to maximising networking opportunities, and how to leave a lasting impression. The presentation was well received and followed by a game of “Networking Bingo”, in which attendees were encouraged to circulate the room and try to match different people to the traits/experiences on their bingo board. This gave everyone a chance to break the ice, mingle with new people and put the presentation tips and tricks into practice.

After the networking game the night moved upstairs to the level 2 community zone and outdoor terrace. Casual conversation continued over a BBQ dinner and drinks, whilst games such as table tennis, pool and foosball kept attendees entertained and provided some friendly competition.

Many thanks to YES! annual sponsors Woodside and Santos, and event sponsor Atteris, for making the night possible and a success.